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The Community Violence Intervention Center (CVIC) serves as a catalyst
offering energy, momentum and vision toward ending violence in the
Greater Grand Forks area. CVIC offers services that provide a lifeline to
safety and foster healing and empowerment for individuals impacted by
violence—regardless of geography or cultural community. CVIC works to
end violence by providing healthy relationship education and other efforts
to move its community from violence to vibrance.

YEARS ACTIVE
Founded in 1995

EVOLVING FROM INTERVENTION
TO INTERVENTION AND PREVENTION

—KRISTI HALL-JIRAN, Community Violence Intervention Center

BUDGET
$1M–$4,999,999
LEADER
Kristi K. Hall-Jiran

Many people
with violent
childhoods end
up in violent
adulthoods,
whether they
are the receiver
or infictor of
violence.

GEOGRAPHY
North Dakota,
Native Nations

STORY BY VICTORIA BLANCO

INNOVATION

THE COMMUNIT Y VIOLENCE INTERVENTION CENTER (CVIC)
CVIC targets violence at all stages—from individuals locked in cycles of abuse to prevention programs that keep it from happening in the frst place.

BREAKTHROUGH

Intervening once crisis strikes isn’t enough, so CVIC focuses on curbing domestic abuse
before it happens. Its programs build a system of support around youth that teaches them
how to build positive relationships and use effective coping mechanisms to move them
toward futures free of violence.

GROW ING A NET OF SUPPORT
CVIC invited cross-sector stakeholders to
meet and discuss how to keep people safer and how to set standards for positive
behavior in relationships. The team discovered ways to encourage healthy friendships
early in life to keep youth from imitating
violence or becoming a victim later in life.

IN V E STING IN V IBR A NCE
To counter violence on a community-wide
level, the team redistributed grant funding among its partners. This demonstrated the agency’s commitment to set aside
its own interests and invest in the overall
well-being of each of its partners, as well
as the entire community of Grand Forks.

C V I C ’ S K E Y C H A R AC T E R I S T I C S O F I N N OVAT I O N

SHARES
OWNERSHIP
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LISTENS
A C T I V E LY

Pursuing an End
to Violence
L I S T E N I N G T O A 9 11 C A L L reporting
domestic violence, one doesn’t need more than
the audio to picture what is going on. Kristi
Hall-Jiran, executive director of CVIC, began
her work as a Violence Intervention Advocate.
A recent graduate, she had planned to stay until
returning to pursue her doctorate. What she
learned at CVIC changed the course of her career forever. “Some of my clients ended up being
murdered in those early years, and I was right
there with them until that happened. And I just
can’t explain what a profound impact that had
on my life. I felt a calling to be part of making
a difference.”

Some of my clients
ended up being
murdered in those
early years...
—KRISTI HALL-JIRAN, Community Violence Intervention Center
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J
ulie Christianson is a domestic
abuse survivor and a staff member at CVIC today. She believes
listening to the 911 tapes makes
people want to learn, not just
about what happened then,
but what happens now: how
survivors get help, the barriers
they encounter and how to stop
abuse from happening again.
When Julie frst sought help from
the justice system 40 years ago,
she found she had to educate the
people hired to help her and her
children. She knew the system
failed survivors, because she encountered a lack of knowledge
and empathy from the people
she expected to trust. “And it’s
like, nobody understands. Everybody should be on the same
page. Why doesn’t everyone
understand?”
CVIC has existed to help women who are locked in a cycle
of abuse. Over the years, CVIC
learned that intervening at the
moment of crisis wasn’t enough,
so the team created the innovative program Safer Tomorrows

to focus on preventing domestic
abuse. “Many people with violent childhoods end up in violent
adulthoods, whether they are the
receiver or infictor of violence,”
said Kristi. “It’s important to help
people build new lives.” Before
launching Safer Tomorrows,
CVIC conducted interviews with
service-recipient groups to determine what interventions would
succeed at molding Grand Forks
youth. Today, Safer Tomorrows
creates and implements intervention programs that teach youth
about building positive relationships, effective coping mechanisms and guidance in keeping
up their grades and staying away
from drugs. For those students
caught in domestic confict, the
Lutheran Social Services Restorative Justice program provides
counseling and intervention.
Kristi’s greatest hope is that she
and Julie will no longer listen to
911 calls made by women and
children experiencing violence.
“We don’t want kids hiding under
beds and in closets, scared that
their mom is going to get killed.”

Why doesn’t
everyone understand?
—JULIE CHRISTIANSON, Community Violence Intervention Center
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CVIC EXTERIOR

GROWING A WIDE
NET OF SUPPORT
Safer Tomorrows is a partnership
among more than 40 organizations that provide a wide support
network. From education institutions to government parties,
from the sheriff’s department
to the mayor’s offce and from
health care partners to nonproft
organizations, the program helps
to effect a systems change that
has “grown organically,” as one
stakeholder put it.
To better understand how these
partner organizations could
grow with Safer Tomorrows, the
team conducted interviews with
every collaborator, at every level,
about their perceptions and experiences with domestic abuse.
Through these interviews, the
team discovered a gap between
what actually happens in domestic violence situations and what
administrators believe is happening. Like Julie’s experience
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navigating agencies who should
have helped her, other survivors
struggled to fnd comprehensive,
effcient help.
Overhauling the various faulty
systems also called for an auditing process to look at the ways
different agencies responded to
crisis. “Part of the audit process
was to experience a domestic
violence incident from the perspective of multiple agencies,”
explained Kristi. This meant that
one group sat in jail through
the night while another sat at a
911 call center and yet another
group rode in a police car. This
approach enlightened CVIC further on the systems differences
as well as the challenges each
agency faced: how frequently
the call centers received emergency calls, and how violence
played out in jail. Knowing
and sharing these experiences
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In the past 20 years, CVIC has evolved
from an organization that intervenes
in violence to an organization that
aims to prevent violence.

CVIC VALUES EXPERTISE
Schools already have an
overwhelming amount of
responsibility. CVIC and partners were sensitive to asking
teachers to add one more
program to their syllabus, so
they asked teachers how best
to incorporate Safer Tomorrows’ prevention programs
into their existing curriculum.
When teachers presented
thoughts on how to expand
the curriculum, CVIC and its
partners used grant dollars to
pay the teachers for developing their ideas.
KRISTI HALL-JIRAN, CVIC

COMMUNITY VIOLENCE INTERVENTION CENTER
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CVIC STAKEHOLDERS

among collaborators helped
them have more productive conversations about keeping
people safe.

CVIC BUILDS
RELATIONSHIPS
One Safer Tomorrows activity, called “The Listening
Game,” asked students to
act out common social
scenarios. For example, a
child would tell her friend
that she was sad because
her dog died. Students
would press a buzzer when
they wanted to attempt an
empathetic answer. Based
on lessons they had learned
throughout the week, students regularly responded
with empathy. They frst validated the child’s feelings
(e.g., “That must be sad.”)
then followed up with
an open-ended question
(e.g., “What is your favorite
memory with your dog?”).
Whatever the day’s activity,
the emphasis was on having fun and deepening the
bonds between children in
the hopes that long-lasting
friendships would blossom.

In the past 20 years, CVIC has
evolved from an organization
that intervenes in violence to an
organization that aims to prevent
violence. An important step in
this process was assessing how
children—especially those who
witness violence—build friendships at school. “The research
shows that if you develop
healthy friendships [during
elementary and middle school],
the likelihood of healthy romantic relationships increases,”
said Kristi. Safer Tomorrows
participated in the development
of Friendships that Work to help
children defne friendship and
set standards for positive behavior, with the hope that healthy
friendships early in life would
prevent youth from imitating
violent behavior or fnding
themselves victims of violence
as adults.
The Grand Forks County school
systems frst needed to appreci-

ate that Friendships that Work
and other prevention efforts
were necessary and effective.
Teachers, researchers, social
workers, juvenile court representatives and medical professionals came together to meet and
discuss preventative options.
Impressed with their inclusive
approach to reach students at
every developmental stage, the
school systems agreed to incorporate Friendships that Work
(among other programming)
into its curriculum. A similar
process occurred during initial
meetings when CVIC discussed
implementing a universal screening system to detect children
with symptoms of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE)—an
initiative the team learned about
through a national study. However, after listening to the local
experts in diverse felds, CVIC
and its partners instead chose to
implement an educational program to teach parents how their
actions affect their children. The
program provided materials to
guide conversations and connections to parenting and healing
resources.

If you develop healthy
friendships, the
likelihood of healthy
romantic relationships
increases.
—KRISTI HALL-JIRAN, Community Violence Intervention Center

COMMUNITY VIOLENCE INTERVENTION CENTER
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INVESTING IN VIBRANCE
With each prevention initiative,
Kristi and the team address the
question, “How can we share
the resources available to reach
the most people and be the
most effective?” According to
Kristi, every partner embraces
this philosophy. At its inception,
Safer Tomorrows received a two
million dollar grant. The team
allocated a portion to each key
agency within Safer Tomorrows.
Kristi points with pride to the

fact that the budget allocations
are never fxed; at roundtable
meetings, agencies address the
needs of the overall program
and redistribute funds to aid the
most pressing needs. The team’s
willingness to redistribute funds
shows that each agency can set
aside its own interests and invest
in the overall well-being of Safer
Tomorrows, making the program
a true collaborative effort.

How can we share the
resources available to
reach the most people?
—KRISTI HALL-JIRAN, Community Violence Intervention Center
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Safer Tomorrows began delivering “Breakup 101 Session” to
teach youth how to have diffcult
breakup conversations in-person
instead of text. The partners
invited a local youth commission organized by the Grand
Forks city council to serve as an
advisory group. To Kristi, inviting
children and teens to give programming feedback on the initiatives aiming to help them makes
perfect sense. Through their

willingness to collaborate with
children and the city government, Safer Tomorrows ensures
their programs are far-reaching
and successful. CVIC’s innovative programs to prevent domestic violence are helping to heal a
community and provide hope for
future generations. Today, Safer
Tomorrows describes Grand
Forks as moving from “violence
to vibrance.”

CVIC REPRESENTS COMMUNITY
To better serve the Native American community, Safer Tomorrows invited Native American
parents to roundtable discussions, where parents offered solutions they knew would work for
them. Safer Tomorrows also hired Native American teachers to deliver classes on cultural competency, with a specifc focus on Native American culture. One class, for example, focused
on historical trauma, which aligned with the Safer Tomorrows systems approach. The team at
Safer Tomorrows understood that many cultural groups have suffered generational trauma in
the form of discrimination, racism and genocide. They knew that helping the current generation would require a deep understanding of the specifc pain Native Americans carry.

CVIC PARTNER SCHOOL

COMMUNITY VIOLENCE INTERVENTION CENTER
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